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We shall prove the following theorem: 
Let a, ,..., a, be n quantities. Let a be their arithmetic mean, a’ their 
geometric mean. Further, let --a < -8p < ai - a < aq < z Then 
where [x] denotes the largest integer not greater than x. 
We first prove the following lemma: 
The absolute minimum of the function 
f(9 ,.**> e,) = (s + El) ... (a + c,) 
with the restriction -a < -p < l i < q, ZQ = c (a constant) with 
-np < c < nq occurs at points for which at most one of the C’S is 
different from -p or fq. 
First let n = 2. The absolute minimum obviously occurs at the point 
El = -p, ~s = c + p if c + p < q and at the point or = q, c2 = c - q 
ifc--2-p. 
We now prove the lemma by induction. The function f(q ,..., 6,) = 
(a + EJ me+ (Z + EJ considered under the restriction ZIE~ = c and 
z + l i > 0 has no minimum. Hence an absolute minimum within 
the region -p < ci < q must occur on its boundary. This means that 
at least one of the E’S, say E, , is equal either to -p or to fq. But the 
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product (a + pi) *.a (a + E,& must also have an absolute minimum 
under the resulting new restrictions. Consider the case Ed = p. Then 
we have to find a point for which (a + or) *** (a + l ,-r) has an absolute 
minimum under the restrictions 
n-1 
-p < Ei < q(i = l,..., n - l), c Ei = c - 4. 
1 
The condition -(n - 1)~ < c - Q < (n - 1)p must be fulfilled if 
% = q. Hence by induction at most one of the ei is different from 
either -p or q. 
We can now prove the theorem. 
We put ai = a + l i with zlEi = 0. h - n(a + Q1ln is obviously 
maximized if 17(n + E$) is minimized. This is according to the lemma, 
the case only if at least n - 1 of the E’S are equal to either -ZP or +iiq. 
We may for simplicity write a = 1. Let or = a** = Ed = -p, 
%+1 * * * %+s = q, r + s = n - 1. Then we must have 
- p < E, = rp - sq < q. (1) 
Hence 
r+l>L,r&% 
P+q P+q 
We distinguish two cases: 
1. If ?ll(P + !7) is not an integer than (1) implies r = [nq/( p + q)] ; 
2. If Fll(P + cl) is integer than either nq/(p + q) = Y or 
nq/(p + 4) = r + 1. 
If nq/(p + q) = r + 1, then s = np/(p + q) and 
nP!l nPq -- %=rp-sq=p+q p-p+p= -p. 
Hence we could also put nq/(p + q) = Y. 
Therefore y = M(P + dl? s = (n - 1) - b!l/(P + 4)1, %a = 
(p + q)[nq/(p + q)] - nq + q. This implies the theorem. 
